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Inequality Beyond Globalization Aug 25 2019 This volume debates the complex nature of the
relationships between globalization, social and economic transformations and growing inequalities.
Employing a global, world-historical and comparative perspective, the 16 articles brought together
in this volume deal with three central questions: Firstly, the question of the spatio-temporal
evolution and variations of growing inequalities, secondly, the relative importance of globalization as
compared to other factors explaining growing inequalities and, thirdly, institutional variations of
inequality dynamics and globalization impacts. Christian Suter is Professor of Economic Sociology at
the University of NeuchÃ?Â[tel and President of the World Society Foundation, domiciled at the
University of Zurich, Switzerland.
The European Guilds Dec 22 2021 "Guilds ruled many crafts and trades from the Middle Ages to the
Industrial Revolution, and have always attracted debate and controversy. They were sometimes
viewed as efficient institutions that guaranteed quality and skills. But they also excluded
competitors, manipulated markets, and blocked innovations. Did the benefits of guilds outweigh
their costs? Analyzing thousands of guilds that dominated European economies from 1000 to 1880,
The European Guilds uses vivid examples and clear economic reasoning to answer that question.
Sheilagh Ogilvie's book features the voices of honorable guild masters, underpaid journeymen,
exploited apprentices, shady officials, and outraged customers, and follows the stories of the "vile
encroachers"--Women, migrants, Jews, gypsies, bastards, and many others--desperate to work but
hunted down by the guilds as illicit competitors. She investigates the benefits of guilds but also
shines a light on their dark side. Guilds sometimes provided important services, but they also
manipulated markets to profit their members. They regulated quality but prevented poor consumers
from buying goods cheaply. They fostered work skills but denied apprenticeships to outsiders. They
transmitted useful techniques but blocked innovations that posed a threat. Guilds existed widely not
because they corrected market failures or served the common good but because they benefited two
powerful groups--guild members and political elites."--Rabat de la jaquette.
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Power and Plenty Oct 27 2019 International trade has shaped the modern world, yet until now no
single book has been available for both economists and general readers that traces the history of the
international economy from its earliest beginnings to the present day. Power and Plenty fills this
gap, providing the first full account of world trade and development over the course of the last
millennium. Ronald Findlay and Kevin O'Rourke examine the successive waves of globalization and
"deglobalization" that have occurred during the past thousand years, looking closely at the
technological and political causes behind these long-term trends. They show how the expansion and
contraction of the world economy has been directly tied to the two-way interplay of trade and
geopolitics, and how war and peace have been critical determinants of international trade over the
very long run. The story they tell is sweeping in scope, one that links the emergence of the Western
economies with economic and political developments throughout Eurasia centuries ago. Drawing
extensively upon empirical evidence and informing their systematic analysis with insights from
contemporary economic theory, Findlay and O'Rourke demonstrate the close interrelationships of
trade and warfare, the mutual interdependence of the world's different regions, and the crucial role
these factors have played in explaining modern economic growth. Power and Plenty is a must-read
for anyone seeking to understand the origins of today's international economy, the forces that
continue to shape it, and the economic and political challenges confronting policymakers in the
twenty-first century.
2009 Purchasing Power Parity Update for Selected Economies in Asia and the Pacific Sep 18 2021
This report presents the research initiative to explore an alternative methodology for extrapolating
purchasing power parities (PPPs) for 21 participating economies in the Asia and Pacific region. The
2009 PPP Update provides an intermediate benchmark and more firmly based real expenditures and
price level indexes for 2009 than would have been possible using the conventional extrapolation
technique. The results include PPP-based gross domestic product and its major aggregates of actual
final consumption; collective consumption expenditure by general government; gross fixed capital
formation; changes in inventories and net acquisitions of valuables; and, balance of exports and
imports.
Development Centre Studies The World Economy Historical Statistics Nov 01 2022 Following on
from his The World Economy: a Millennial Perspective, published by the OECD in 2001, in this book,
Angus Maddison offers a rare insight into the history and political influence of national accounts and
national accounting.
The Elusive Earl Dec 10 2020 Brianna Penderley has a knack for getting into precarious situations,
especially when it comes to her love for archaeology. In the heart of Naples, her terrible Italian has
her accidentally becoming engaged to two men at the same time. Of course, Daniel Wolcott—the
Earl of Thornton and the only man ever able to vex her—shows up to rescue her. Daniel has spent
the majority of his life exercising rigid control over his emotions, determined never to become the
rake his father was. But when he goes to aid his mentor’s danger-prone niece once again, he finds
himself struggling to control his attraction to a woman who is his complete opposite. When their
situation goes from bad to worse, Daniel and Brianna find themselves swept up into a perilous
adventure, and they must work together to set things right. Now, if they can just avoid killing each
other in the process. Each book in the Saints & Scoundrels series is STANDALONE: * The Devilish
Duke * The Elusive Earl * The Sinful Scot
This Time Is Different Jul 29 2022 Examines financial crises of the past and discusses similarities
between these events and the current crisis, presenting and comparing historical patterns in bank
failures, inflation, debt, currency, housing, employment, and government spending.
A History of the Global Economy Nov 28 2019 "In co-operation with the International Economic
History Association."
Price Indexes in Time and Space Aug 18 2021 This book deals with many of the most relevant topics
in price index numbers theory and practice. The problem of the harmonization of CPIs and the timespace integration of baskets is analyzed at the Eu-zone level, with methodological and actual
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indexes for households economic and social groups is investigated, in order to obtain specific
inflation measurement instruments. Evidence from most updated databases is given. The questions
of the spatial comparisons of price levels through PPPs and th.
The Long Wave in Economic Life Jun 03 2020 Of all fluctuations in economic activity, the long wave
or Kondratieff cycle is easily the most puzzling and least understood one. Does it really exist, and if
so, is it only a cycle in prices or a cycle in economic activity at large? What causes it, and has it been
confined to Europe or does it affect the world economy as a whole? These questions, which seemed
of little relevance in the prosperous years of the postwar growth era, have gained new importance
since 1973. With the downturn of the long wave, interest in it has enjoyed a revival, as it did in the
1930s. A great number of publications on the long wave have appeared since 1973, many of which
have added to our insight of what causes the recurrent alternations of growth acceleration and
retardation. This book is the first in the English language in which all important long wave theories,
old as well as recent, are brought together. It focuses on the long wave as an international
phenomenon, affecting all industrialised countries. It contains new theory as well as empirical
evidence and in the final section suggests a number of policy recommendations to generate
innovation. This book offers an interpretation of long-term economic development different from
those commonly found in the literature. It will be of interest to students and scholars of the
economics of growth and change, as well as to economic historians and policy-makers. This book
was first published in 1983.
The Retaliation You Deliver Feb 09 2021 When something seems too good to be true. It's usually
because it is. A lesson I learned the hard way. Every single fear I had about falling for Leon, has just
come true in the most brutal way. The sweet guy act he's been putting on the past few weeks is over.
The cold, hard truth is... he never wanted me. He only wanted retaliation. And like a fool, I played
right into his wicked scheme. But I'm not the monster he thinks I am. Ten years ago, I might have
discovered the horrifying truth, but I did the only thing I could. I pushed it down and tried to forget.
Tried to survive. Afraid of what might happen at the hands of the monster who ruined both our lives.
But now the truth is out, and the secret Leon has been keeping for a decade is about to poison those
he loves, sending him into a darker place than he's ever been. Healing isn't always easy, it's messy
and painful. The question is, beneath all the hate, will I rediscover the man I fell for, or was he
always a fantasy? Dear Reader, The Retaliation You Deliver is the conclusion to Macie and Leon's
duet and the final book in the Maddison Kings University. It's a dark bully romance that contains
mature content and demanding alphaholes that some readers may find disturbing. You have been
warned.
Wake Me Up Inside - Paige Maddison Series Sep 30 2022 Wake Me Up Inside is a ghost story
centered around Paige Maddison, a strong teen-age heroine. Paige is disturbed by nightmares of
places she has never seen, and visions of a girl haunting her dreams. She is angry because she must
move with her parents to an estate called O'Brien Manor, to help her estranged grandparents, one of
whom is in ill health. As luck would have it, Paige meets Bradley Adam Parkman. Together they
explore the estate and although they experience paranormal activity, neither one wants to discuss it
in case the other would find them crazy. Paige stumbles onto a forgotten cemetery and a piece of a
stone tablet. She is instantly curious and obsessed with what it is? During this quest, her
grandfather's health fails and Paige bears the burden of solving a family secret which is tied to an
evil spirit haunting the estate. Will Paige uncover the mystery of O'Brien Manor before it's too late?
It's a page turner and will leave you feeling haunted. Reviews for Wake Me Up Inside: John Robert
Colombo, author/anthologist and Canada's Master Gatherer had this to say: In Praise of Wake Me Up
Inside: "It was an amazing feeling .... " So begins this lively short first novel written by Lee BiceMatheson... then it transports the reader to "the Manor" where life is rather different, both
demanding and rewarding! The author deserves to be congratulated, for she has found a style that
moves along in a sprightly fashion. She spares the reader the descriptive passages found in most
first novels in favour of rewarding the reader with reams of lively speech. The result is that young
Paige is very much alive, she enters into relationships, and she turns out to be something of an
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acrobat, for she leaps off the page! Amazon reviewer declared 'Move over James Patterson, there's a
new kid in town! 5 stars C. Harkin, Fitzhenry & Whiteside said 'This portion of a tale of the
supernatural connects the world that teens will know and be familiar with to the terrifying concept
of ghosts and the unexplained.'...
Measuring Ancient Inequality Jan 11 2021 Is inequality largely the result of the Industrial
Revolution? Or, were pre-industrial incomes and life expectancies as unequal as they are today? For
want of sufficient data, these questions have not yet been answered. This paper infers inequality for
14 ancient, pre-industrial societies using what are known as social tables, stretching from the
Roman Empire 14 AD, to Byzantium in 1000, to England in 1688, to Nueva Espąa around 1790, to
China in 1880 and to British India in 1947. It applies two new concepts in making those assessments
-- what we call the inequality possibility frontier and the inequality extraction ratio. Rather than
simply offering measures of actual inequality, we compare the latter with the maximum feasible
inequality (or surplus) that could have been extracted by the elite. The results, especially when
compared with modern poor countries, give new insights in to the connection between inequality
and economic development in the very long run.
Scandinavia and South America—A Tale of Two Capitalisms Jun 15 2021 This book takes a
comparative approach to economic history to offer ways to increase our understanding of the
divergence between South America and Scandinavia. In particular, the book aims to deepen our
understanding of why the two groups of countries have set out on radically different pathways with
regard to industrialisation, long-term economic growth and income distribution. The book draws
together the results of two separate projects focusing on this comparison. The first of these projects
focuses on two of the so-called settler societies of South America, namely Uruguay and Argentina,
sometimes called the Pampas region. Australia and New Zealand, two other settler societies, are
also considered, adding a further contrasting effect. These settler societies are compared with
Scandinavia, in its broad terms, including Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. The second of
these projects focuses on comparisons between Brazil and Sweden. Together, the two projects have
engaged the minds of economic historians from Brazil, Uruguay and Sweden. This book will be of
interest to researchers and students in economic history and economic development more broadly.
HISTORY & MATHEMATICS May 15 2021 The present Yearbook (which is the eighth in the
series) is subtitled Investigating Past and Future. It is devoted to three problems: the analysis of the
aspects of past and present in the light of formal methods; singularity, i.e. forthcoming abrupt shift
in development, the approach (or even presence) of which we already feel; the aspects of the cosmic
future of human race. This issue consists of four sections: (I) History, Technologies, Politics, and
Mathematics includes five articles on different directions of factual or theoretical content: history,
technology, politics, and studies covering past, present, and future; (II) Singularity includes two
contributions and is devoted to a rather interesting phenomenon of singularity. They suggest that
indeed the hyperbolic planetary evolutionary trend observed since the origins of life on the Earth
cannot continue beyond the forthcoming singularity, whereas the post-singular evolutionary trend
should be qualitatively different from what has been observed before; (III) Beyond the Earth also
consists of two very different articles, but they are united by their interest in the future of human
race in terms of their interaction with the space; (IV) Reviews and Notes. We hope that this issue
will be interesting and useful both for historians and mathematicians, as well as for all those dealing
with various social and natural sciences.
A Historical Public Debt Database Apr 01 2020 This paper describes the compilation of the first truly
comprehensive database on gross government debt-to-GDP ratios, covering nearly the entire IMF
membership (174 countries) and spanning an exceptionally long time period. The database was
constructed by bringing together a number of other datasets and information from original sources.
For the most recent years, the data are linked to the IMF World Economic Outlook (WEO) database
to facilitate regular updates. The paper discusses the evolution of debt-to-GDP ratios across country
groups for several decades, episodes of debt spikes and reversals, and a pattern of negative
correlation between debt and growth.
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The Cambridge Economic History of India: Volume 2, C.1757-c.1970 Mar 01 2020 Volume 2
of The Cambridge Economic History of India covers the period 1757-1970, from the establishment of
British rule to its termination, with epilogues on the post-Independence period.
Productivity, Technology and Economic Growth Aug 06 2020 Productivity, Technology and Economic
Growth presents a selection of recent research advances on long term economic growth. While the
contributions stem from both economic history, macro- and microeconomics and the economics of
innovation, all papers depart from a common viewpoint: the key factor behind long term growth is
productivity, and the latter is primarily driven by technological change. Most contributions show
implicitly or explicitly that technological change is at least partly dependent on growth itself.
Furthermore, technology appears to interact strongly with investment in physical and human capital
as well as with changes in historical, political and institutional settings. Together these papers are
an up-to-date account of the remarkable convergence in theoretical and empirical work on
productivity and growth over the past decades. The first part deals with the characteristics of
growth regimes over longer periods, ranging from 20 years to two centuries. The next four chapters
study the determinants of productivity growth and, in some cases, productivity slowdown during the
last quarter of the twentieth century. The final five chapters focus on the role of technology and
innovation as the key determinants of growth. Productivity, Technology and Economic Growth is,
therefore, a welcome collection for academic scholars and graduate students in economics, history
and related social sciences as well as for policy makers.
The Reinterpretation of Italian Economic History May 27 2022 Post-unification Italy was part of a
wider world within which men and money circulated freely; it developed to the extent that those
mobile resources chose to locate on its soil. The economy's cyclical movements reflected conditions
in international financial markets, and were little affected by domestic policies. State intervention
restricted the internal and international mobility of goods, and limited Italy's development: it kept
the economy weak, reduced Italy's weight in the comity of nations, and paved the way for the
frustrations and adventurism that would plunge the twentieth century into world war.
Shine Your Light Jul 17 2021 Paige Maddison is only 17 years old, but many know her spirit is
ageless. She holds the gift of seeing beyond the layers of our reality, the courage to battle the evils
that threaten to tear those layers apart, and the key to an ancient mystery that will decide the fate of
the spirit realm, and our own, for another century. In Shine Your Light, the third book of the Paige
Maddison series, Paige finds herself precariously balanced between the mortal and spiritual realms,
even while being haunted by events of the past. Surrounded by powerful allies, old and new, she
discovers the true power of friendship―and the impact of its betrayal―as she faces her greatest
challenge: the Prince of Darkness himself. The Ultimate Evil. When a black moon looms over All
Hallows' Eve, and the battle for control of an ancient Grimoire threatens to destroy the world as we
know it, Paige will be put to the test. Will love and goodness win the day? Will the strength and
magic of her Celtic ancestry, the First Nations People, her Spirit Wolf family, or even divine
intervention be enough to help her prevail? Paige's visions tell her that she is the Chosen
One―chosen by fate, God, or perhaps the universe itself ... but is she worthy? The ultimate battle
between fallen angels, humanity, and the upperworld is about to be fought on Earth's battlefield.
What if they've made the wrong choice?...
The Economic Development of Latin America Since Independence Jan 23 2022 A
comprehensive and accessible overview of the economic history of Latin America over the two
centuries since Independence. It considers its principal problems and the main policy trends and
covers external trade, economic growth, and inequality.
Long Term Economic Growth, 1860-1965 Apr 13 2021
The Oxford Handbook of the Italian Economy Since Unification Dec 30 2019 The Oxford
Handbook of the Italian Economy Since Unification provides, for the first time, a comprehensive,
quantitative "new economic history" of Italy.
This Is Crazy Sep 26 2019 From the best selling series, Something So comes the spin-off series This
is... Zara Stone All my life, I've said I will never date a hockey player. I know better because I've
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seen and lived it all. My father is a hockey god, my brother is the captain of the most successful NHL
team in the world, and my brother-in-law also plays in the league. Their lives are complicated, so I
went in the opposite direction. I fell in love with a scholar. But instead of proposing marriage, he
broke up with me. Three months later, I saw his engagement picture on Instagram. I couldn't let him
get away with that. No, it didn't matter what, I was going to make that man see that I did not need
him. Evan RichardsI was in the running to pass my point record from last year, ready to claim the
number one spot in the league. On top of my game, I was riding my career high wave. Then,
Hockey's Princess, Zara Stone tweeted me. She wanted me to crash her ex's wedding. The worst
that could happen? A PR nightmare. The best? A fun night with a beautiful woman. It started out as
a game-something I'm good at. Her crazy idea twisted into something I wasn't looking for, something
neither of us wanted. When push comes to shove, one thing runs through my mind: This is Crazy.
Also, this is crazy right.
Long Term Economic Growth, 1860-1970 Feb 21 2022
Uneven Centuries Mar 25 2022 The first comprehensive history of the Turkish economy The
population and economy of the area within the present-day borders of Turkey has consistently been
among the largest in the developing world, yet there has been no authoritative economic history of
Turkey until now. In Uneven Centuries, Şevket Pamuk examines the economic growth and human
development of Turkey over the past two hundred years. Taking a comparative global perspective,
Pamuk investigates Turkey’s economic history through four periods: the open economy during the
nineteenth-century Ottoman era, the transition from empire to nation-state that spanned the two
world wars and the Great Depression, the continued protectionism and import-substituting
industrialization after World War II, and the neoliberal policies and the opening of the economy after
1980. Making use of indices of GDP per capita, trade, wages, health, and education, Pamuk argues
that Turkey’s long-term economic trends cannot be explained only by immediate causes such as
economic policies, rates of investment, productivity growth, and structural change. Uneven
Centuries offers a deeper analysis of the essential forces underlying Turkey’s development—its
institutions and their evolution—to make better sense of the country’s unique history and to provide
important insights into the patterns of growth in developing countries during the past two centuries.
The Economics of World War I Nov 20 2021 This unique volume offers a definitive new history of
European economies at war from 1914 to 1918. It studies how European economies mobilised for
war, how existing economic institutions stood up under the strain, how economic development
influenced outcomes and how wartime experience influenced post-war economic growth. Leading
international experts provide the first systematic comparison of economies at war between 1914 and
1918 based on the best available data for Britain, Germany, France, Russia, the USA, Italy, Turkey,
Austria-Hungary and the Netherlands. The editors' overview draws some stark lessons about the role
of economic development, the importance of markets and the damage done by nationalism and
protectionism. A companion volume to the acclaimed The Economics of World War II, this is a major
contribution to our understanding of total war.
Red Holocaust Mar 13 2021 Twentieth and twenty-first century communism is a failed experiment
in social engineering that needlessly killed approximately 60 million people and perhaps tens of
millions more. These high crimes against humanity constitute a Red Holocaust that exceeds the
combined carnage of the French Reign of Terror, Ha Shoah, Showa Japan's Asian holocaust, and all
combat deaths in World War I and II. This fascinating book investigates high crimes against
humanity in the Soviet Union, eastern and central Europe, North Korea, China, Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia 1929-2009, and compares the results with Ha Shoah and the Japanese Asian Holocaust.
As in other studies, blame is ascribed to political, ideological and personal causes, but special
emphasis is given to internal contradictions in Marx's utopian model as well as Stalinist and postStalinist transition systems concocted to realize communist ends. This faulty economic engineering
forms a bridge to the larger issue of communism's historical failure. The book includes: - a
comprehensive study of the transcommunist holocaust - a judicial assessment of holocaust
culpability and special pleadings - an obituary for Stalinism everywhere except North Korea, and a
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death watch for contemporary communism in China, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, North Korea, Cuba
and Nepal - a comparative assessment of totalitarian high crimes against humanity - a call for
memory as a defense against recurrent economic, racial and ethnic holocausts The book will be
useful to undergraduate and higher level students interested in Russian history, Stalism,
communism, North and South Korean economic performance and international affairs. Steven
Rosefielde is a Professor of Economics at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill and a
member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences.
Kate Jul 05 2020 Madison Kate is a new adult/college age dark romance with enemies to lovers/hate
to love themes. This is a reverse harem series, meaning the leading lady has several love interests
and she doesn't have to choose between them for her happily ever after. If this isn't your cup of tea,
then this isn't the series for you. ♥ KATE is book 4 of 4 in the MADISON KATE series. The blurb
below may contain spoilers for previous books, and I urge you not to read it until you've finished
HATE, LIAR and FAKE. ◆◆◆ "I never miss." Riot Night changed my life. Coming back to Shadow
Grove turned it on its head. I've been hunted, stabbed, stalked, tormented, and used. Hate fueled
me, lies tore me apart, and in the end everything I thought I knew turned out to be fake. Except...
Riot Night also brought Archer, Kody, and Steele back into my life. No matter how much I've fought
it, hated it, been lied to or discovered the deceptions-I want them in my life. No one owns me. No
one is taking them away. This is my life, dammit, and these guys are mine to keep. If a war is what it
takes, then a war is what they'll get.
Korea's Capital Investment Jun 23 2019
Liberalization and Its Consequences Jun 27 2022 The essays in this volume describe, analyse and
compare the achievements and the failures of societies that adopted market-based economies within
a democratic polity after a long period of communist rule (Russia and Eastern Europe) or military
authoritarianism (Latin America). Together, they also trace the rocky course of liberal economic
policies over the whole twentieth century.
Economic Growth in Europe Since 1945 Nov 08 2020 This book provides a genuinely comparative
picture of economic growth in Europe after 1945.
Deglobalization 2.0 Apr 25 2022 Deglobalization 2.0 argues that Trump and Brexit are the
symptoms, and not the causes, of a long sequence of alternating phases of globalization and
deglobalization driven by increasing income inequality and the retreat from the global stage by a
contested hegemon. Providing rich empirical details, Peter van Bergeijk investigates similarities and
differences between the Great Depression of the 1930s and the Great Recession and its aftermath of
a slowdown in global trade. Providing an overview of recent findings and a discussion of
contributions from several disciplines, the book investigates scenarios for the future of the economic
world order and proposes possible solutions.
The New Geography of Global Income Inequality Oct 20 2021 The surprising finding of this book is
that, contrary to conventional wisdom, global income inequality is decreasing. Critics of
globalization and others maintain that the spread of consumer capitalism is dramatically polarizing
the worldwide distribution of income. But as the demographer Glenn Firebaugh carefully shows,
income inequality for the world peaked in the late twentieth century and is now heading downward
because of declining income inequality across nations. Furthermore, as income inequality declines
across nations, it is rising within nations (though not as rapidly as it is declining across nations).
Firebaugh claims that this historic transition represents a new geography of global income
inequality in the twenty-first century. This book documents the new geography, describes its causes,
and explains why other analysts have missed one of the defining features of our era--a transition in
inequality that is reducing the importance of where a person is born in determining his or her future
well-being.
The Revenge You Seek Aug 30 2022 From USA Today bestselling author Tracy Lorraine comes a
new dark bully college romance.Scarlett Hunter could run... But she couldn't hide forever. The
beautiful girl who tempted me. The heartless woman who broke me. She might have got away, but I
haven't forgotten... or forgiven her.And I never will.Because piece by piece, she's taken away
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everything I care about.And for that she'll pay. When I claim my crown at Maddison Kings
University, I'm going to make sure hers is tarnished.Scarlett Hunter is about to experience the
revenge of a Legend.Dear Reader, The Revenge You Seek is the first book in Letty and Kane's
trilogy. This book is a dark bully romance that contains mature content and demanding alphaholes
that some readers may find disturbing. You have been warned.
The Gay Detective Novel May 03 2020 Gertrude Stein called it “the only really modern novel form
that has come into existence,” yet the mystery genre was a century old before it featured its first gay
main character in a novel. Since then, gay and lesbian detective fiction has been one of the fastest
growing segments of the genre. It incorporates gay and lesbian cultural elements and offers
crossover appeal. Its authors call upon a century of development in the mystery genre, while
providing new, more accurate images of lesbians and gay men than generally found in mainstream
literature and popular media. This groundbreaking study of gay and lesbian detective fiction
examines mystery series and historically significant stand-alone novels published since the early
1960s. Part I is an overview that describes how these novels make gay and lesbian life visible and
forge new, powerful images. It also examines how they fit into the larger history of mystery fiction.
The series analyses in Part II are grouped according to the type of main character (police officer,
private investigator, amateur sleuth, etc.). Each section discusses main and secondary characters of
that type, characteristic themes for the group, and more. The analyses of individual series cover
main characters, themes, plot points and other elements. Comments from authors interviewed for
this book play a central role in those analyses. Part III lists series-spanning themes (e.g.,
homophobia, the closet, gay marriage) and the novels and series that address each of those themes.
Capital and Imperialism Oct 08 2020 A comprehensive survey of capitalism's colonialist roots and
uncertain future Those who control the world’s commanding economic heights, buttressed by the
theories of mainstream economists, presume that capitalism is a self-contained and self-generating
system. Nothing could be further from the truth. In this pathbreaking book—winner of the Paul A.
Baran-Paul M. Sweezy Memorial Award—radical political economists Utsa Patnaik and Prabhat
Patnaik argue that the accumulation of capital has always required the taking of land, raw materials,
and bodies from noncapitalist modes of production. They begin with a thorough debunking of
mainstream economics. Then, looking at the history of capitalism, from the beginnings of colonialism
half a millennium ago to today’s neoliberal regimes, they discover that, over the long haul,
capitalism, in order to exist, must metastasize itself in the practice of imperialism and the
immiseration of countless people. A few hundred years ago, write the Patnaiks, colonialism began to
ensure vast, virtually free, markets for new products in burgeoning cities in the West. But even after
slavery was generally abolished, millions of people in the Global South still fell prey to the
continuing lethal exigencies of the marketplace. Even after the Second World War, when
decolonization led to the end of the so-called “Golden Age of Capitalism,” neoliberal economies
stepped in to reclaim the Global South, imposing drastic “austerity” measures on working people.
But, say the Patnaiks, this neoliberal economy, which lives from bubble to bubble, is doomed to a
protracted crisis. In its demise, we are beginning to see—finally—the transcendence of the capitalist
system.
Africa Jul 25 2019 ‘A valuable corrective to the fraying narrative of [African] failure.’ Foreign Affairs
Not so long ago, Africa was being described as the hopeless continent. Recently, though, talk has
turned to Africa rising, with enthusiastic voices exclaiming the potential for economic growth across
many of its countries. What, then, is the truth behind Africa’s growth, or lack of it? In this
provocative book, Morten Jerven fundamentally reframes the debate, challenging mainstream
accounts of African economic history. Whilst for the past two decades experts have focused on
explaining why there has been a ‘chronic failure of growth’ in Africa, Jerven shows that most African
economies have been growing at a rapid pace since the mid nineties. In addition, African economies
grew rapidly in the fifties, the sixties, and even into the seventies. Thus, African states were
dismissed as incapable of development based largely on observations made during the 1980s and
early 1990s. The result has been misguided analysis, and few practical lessons learned. This is an
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essential account of the real impact economic growth has had on Africa, and what it means for the
continent’s future.
Life Sentence Jan 29 2020 ***Hélène Joy (Durham County, Murdoch Mysteries) to star as Detective
Madison Knight in the series adaptation currently being developed by Muse Entertainment and Pop
Fiction.*** "A thriller all the way…Arnold never disappoints.” –The Reading Café One verdict could
tear them apart… "If I pay with my life, you will pay with yours." Defense Attorney Bryan Lexan may
have just taken on the case which will cost him his life. When his client, a Russian mafia boss, is
convicted of first-degree murder, he vows to make Bryan pay. Meanwhile, Jessica Pratt has always
prided herself on being a modern woman–you know, the kind who doesn't need a man to make her
feel complete. So when she finds herself torn between two, she realizes that not all decisions are
based on facts. If they were, her boyfriend, Bryan, would be the logical choice. He has the family
name, wealth, and a stake in a successful law firm. Only thing is, when she meets Mason Freeman,
the chemistry between them is irrefutable and he won't take no for an answer. With both of them
caught up in a struggle for survival, and a powerful enemy on their heels, they'll need to decide
where their loyalties lie. Please note: This book is a romantic suspense. Madison Knight of the bestselling police procedural series has more of a secondary role in this book. This story provides insight
into Madison’s background and the series that was inspired by her.
The Agrarian Question in the Neoliberal Era Sep 06 2020 Capitalism manoeuvres to control
agricultural production in developing countries where neoliberalism has already decreased food
security. Unless the land rights of small producers are defended, their active resistance will
undermine political stability.
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